
ABOUT OUR PODCAST

Join our dynamic discussion with Artivists in the midst of the creative process. Learn how 
they determine targets, tactics, and principles; how they deal with surprise roadblocks, 
criticism, and burnout; how their visions are ever evolving. Each episode culminates in a 
mission for our listeners to seek and share knowledge on how to transform society. 

ABOUT JANET E. DANDRIDGE & DANNIE SNYDER 

janet e. dandridge is an Artivist, Social Entrepreneur, Arts Equity advocate, whose work 
is centered on humanism and its necessity in establishing justice, equity, and empathy 
in social practices, politics, economics, and culture. Looking beyond the obvious and 
obscure within the Arts to understand ourselves and our society, to create works that 
address colorism, racism, misogyny and classism.

Dannie Snyder is an interdisciplinary Artivist that dabbles in filmmaking, theatre, poetry, 
drumming, and more. One of her goals is to uplift and amplify the voices of BIPOC and 
LGBTQ2+, decentering whiteness and straight/ cisgender stories. She recently published 
her book Artivism of Returning Citizens. 

OUR TARGET AUDIENCE:

R-F/C attracts audiences who enjoy curated programming that highlights astonishing 
visual and performing artists as well as their creative processes, like audiences who watch 
Abstract on Hulu and Two Dope Queens on HBO. R-F/C targets primarily professional 
Artists and Arts Graduates/Students in the United States but also activists and members 
of NGOs who are interested in learning how artivism is an essential guiding force for the 
progression of humanity.

$15,000-50,000
Household Income

(This makes up about 37% of household income in 
the US. According to Artists Report Back, the median 
income for artists is $30,621. There are more than 2 
million arts graduates in the States. There is about 
1.2 million working artists. Of these two groups, they 
share only 16%, meaning only 200,000 people work 
professionally as artists and have an arts degree.)

18-49
Age Range

(According to Pew Research, 54% of social media 
users aged 18-29 searched for information about 
rallies/protests on major platforms; 36% for users 
aged 30-49. 44% of users aged 18-29 encouraged 
followers to take action; 33% for users aged 30-49. )



SOCIAL REACH 
R-F/C launched January 14, 2021, so we are still building up our social media presence. 
Please check out our pages to see our fresh fan base!

             @reflectcalibrate            @RFCartivsts 

SPONSORSHIP OFFER

Ad Voiced by our Creative Hosts and Personalized for Audience
1 Mid-Roll Spot per Episode (our episodes are offered in video and audio-only formats)
Mention in Episode’s Description on our Hosting Platforms, including our YouTube Channel
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn Mention (1 Mention Each Episode Release Day)

Try Three Months of Ads for just $75! 

QUESTIONS? CONTACT US at ARTIVISMEXPERTS@gmail.com

Visit ArtivismExperts.wixsite.com/RFC-lands to learn more.


